Note from the Editor:
This year has been a fantastic one for ROC—we’ve had a
plethora of trips out, FLG was a blast, and we just had an
awesome spring banquet. I hope that everyone in the club
had a chance to try something new out, and I know that
with our new club officers at the helm, this coming year is
going to be even better. I’d like to take a moment to thank
everyone in ROC for making this club what it is!
As I move on from RPI, I think that the outing club has probably been one of the
best aspects of my education here, and I know it will continue to be that for
many students to come. Best of luck to our new officers, and congratulations to
our new leaders. May the hikes be long, the kayaking frothy, the caving muddy,
and the climbing challenging.
As a last bit of business, I’d like to welcome Ryan Magruder as our new cairn editor; I know that he will bring a new and exciting viewpoint to the cairn, and perhaps he can even convince us all to write more articles. :-)
—Ziv “Am I Really Graduating?” Kennan
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A ROC Story

By the members of ROC

It was a dark and stormy day, at RPI, and the
members of ROC were waiting in front of the Armory for
a trip to leave. This trip was unique because it was going
to explore the outermost reaches of Tom’s Beard. They
didn’t have a map so instead they left a trail of bread
crumbs but the Troy crows attacked Tom’s beard to get
said crumbs resulting in Tom whoppling till’ he toppled.
That next morning since all the crows died in the toppling, all enjoyed a healthy
breakfast of fresh steamed crow. Then several adventurous members embarked on a trip to
the bottom of the Hudson River. This was a fairly unusual trip, but they wanted to do it because “there be sunken treasure down there!” but it was guarded by a three-headed dog
named fluffy (he can breathe under-water, clearly). So the group decided to submerge the
fleet of ROC kayaks and take on the crazy beast.
However, first they has to go to the pit to get weapons, such as ice picks, crampons,
climbing rope, and chalk. Sadly, the Armory was closed under martial control and ROTC was
patrolling all the doors. Thankfully a map with a secret tunnel into the armory was recently
uncovered in an old issue of the Cairn. The tunnel started in the basement of West Hall and
was haunted by the ghosts of ROC: mountains hiked, rivers being rafted, trees to be
climbed. Tom once again whoppled till’ he toppled with his amazing new whoppling abilities.
While in the process of whoppling many of the members of ROC decided to commence a winter mountaineering expedition, where the winds were cold and the climbers
bold. But before they knew it, a whiteout hit and the climbers were forced to huddle in a
makeshift snow cave, waiting for the storm to pass. While digging the snow cave, the ROCers came upon a real cave on the side of the mountain and Tom toppled till’ he whoppled.
After that the ROC officers led a rafting trip to Disneyland, and Google Maps gave us
the directions: UP AND DOWN AND ALL AROUND, THROUGH THE FOREST AND VALLEYS
and into the DEEP DARK WOODS where we ran into a mammoth which had been frozen
from the last ice age. When they saw that they decided to melt that ice and tame the beast!
And tame it they did and rode that beast straight to Mount Rainier where the Foo Fighters
were having a concert. At first all seemed well, but then the Foo Fighters personal security
became rather concerned over the presence of the beast, which picked up a guitar and
started jamming some crazy riffs which where better than the Foo Fighters’. Then, Tom
whoppled till’ he toppled.
The End.
Or is it? … to be continued in the next Cairn.
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Ask the Cairn Editor… anything!

The Cairn Editor

At a recent meeting some serious questions were posed to the cairn editor by conscientious club members.
Here are the questions and their associated responses. Don’t forget to send Ryan (magrur@rpi.edu) any new
questions you might have.
Dear cairn editor, …
What’s your opinion on panthers? --Ms. Cougar “Rrrr!”
A: Well, I would have to say that panthers are majestic creatures, and also pretty awesome. That being said,
I’d much rather be trapped in a cave with any one of a number of other creatures (a cougar for instance) for
rather obvious reasons.
What is the best type of animal that you might find on a trip? –Ms.Cougar “Rrrr!”
A: I have heard that moose (plural, meeses) are an awe-inspiring sight. Out here in the eastern US, you are
more likely to observe a black or brown bear (especially if you forget your bear canister), or various small rodent-like creatures. I have recently observed a bad-ass beaver on the river (it nearly chewed our canoe in
half), and the wild “Jeff” can also be observed, especially if proper libations (primarily beer) are provided on
nights with a full moon.
What country you from? They speak English or what? –GANGSTA
A: Gangsta, I was born in Israel, and we do speak English there, in addition to Hebrew. I suggest you take a
look at your English, however, as it would appear you are utilizing a highly colloquial version of the language.
How often do you topple when you whopple? –Whopple Newb
A: I topple at a frequency that is proportional to the inverse rate of lameness. A better question might be
“How often does Tom topple when he whopples”. The answer to that question, my friend, is ALWAYS. I mean,
what would life be without toppling?
Where is the flag? --Sincerely, Flag Pole
A: Last observed sighting was: 77.186434, -50.456544
Where is the cairn?! –From rocks that need a good home
A: You’re staring at it, silly. There is also a nice Cairn at the top of Mount Everest, or so I hear.
What is the meaning of life? –Anonymous
A: That’s a pretty loaded question, I don’t think I’m qualified to answer it. However, I would say that in my
humble opinion, the meaning of life is most closely exemplified by a delicious slice of FLG steak.
What is your opinion on middle names? --Sincerely, Cairn “I love middle names” reader
A: No Comment
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(editor cont’d)
Who was your second grade teacher? –With regards, inquirer of the past
A: Her name was Mrs. Baker, I can’t really say I recall much more than that.
What are the societal and cultural benefits of soccer/football in the international context? –Pele
A: When considering such questions it is critical to consider the current socio-economic-technologic complex
that is present throughout the world. Sports in the international context serve to strengthen both social and
economic ties, and also to start international conflicts. Refer to the American Journal of B.S. for a more complete answer.
What is the best place to take a date in Troy? –Yours truly, wants a date
A: I make it a point never to take dates to South Troy. Beyond that, there are a number of fine establishments
that you can spend a splendid evening at on the river. Personally, I prefer to start a date with laser tag on Wolf
road, and see where the evening goes from there. In all seriousness, however, I would recommend an outing
club trip as a first date, there is nothing quite like hiking a high peak and cursing all the way through as a bonding experience, and the views tend to be spectacular.
What’s been your favorite trip out of your entire time at RPI? –Sincerely, Trip Goer
A: I’ve enjoyed each and every trip I have participated in here at RPI, and I’ve enjoyed hearing about the ones I
wasn’t actually on just as much. If I had to pick, I think it would be tied between my first kayaking trip (the Fife),
and a weekend backpacking trip in the Adirondacks. The sunset as viewed from Saddleback is quite breathtaking in late fall.
Why should I join the club? –From club joiner
A: There are many reasons to join ROC, among them:
- If you enjoy hiking, biking, kayaking, caving, climbing, canoing, etc this is the club to join
- Whoppling
- Toppling
- Great friends & stories
- FLG
- Face it, you’ll need something to do other than study.
- Etc…
I can personally say that without ROC, RPI would have been a very different school for me. I honestly don’t
think I would have survived four years here without the club; and that should be reason enough. There’s nothing quite like the feeling after a long day of doing whatever outdoor activity you enjoy most, and knowing that
you can do it again next weekend, and the weekend after.
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Article for the Cairn - “First Time Caving”

Ryan Magruder

Excitement was high as I returned to the (gratefully) bright and sunny RPI campus for the start of my
sophomore year. The previous semesters had been eventful with me being able to meet many new friends,
and join them in trying new endeavors. Several of these involved adventurous physical activity like gorge
jumping, Parkour, and rock climbing. However, I had recently joined the institute’s outing club and was itching to go on more trips with them. I was delighted to learn about a caving trip on the first or second week
back (cut me a break I can’t remember exactly) led by Melanie Ouellette whom I did not know at the time. I
had learned from my friend Marlee (who happens to be from Alaska) that she went caving a good amount at
home and was excited to get out and explore some caves on the East coast. Along with our other good
friend Scott, we head to the pit to check out some necessary gear. We were greeted by the Hagrid-esque (I
mean this is in a good way) Tom Cruson who was able to assist our needs with his years of wisdom. Now
with something tangible to be excited about the night was spent packing, playing video games, and generally ignoring the position of the sun. Like most ROC trips, this one left early. I don’t believe it was a crack of
dawn outing, but it was in the AM on a weekend which is almost never desirable. Despite this, I was too excited to feel tired. I met up with group outside the armory and was learned who else would be hiking underground. I apologize as I will forget several names and faces in this next sentence but one stood out. Mark
Bradley, whom I had met very early on our freshmen year, appeared well equipped for the day. It was then
time to leave and I saw the cars we would be taking. Melanie would be driving a full sedan with standard
power locks, steering, and AC. Tom would be driving his machine as well. This thing looked old. It had rust
stains and looked as if it was pulled from a junk yard. Being who I am, I offered to ride in the backseat of
this contraption.
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(caving cont’d)
To no one’s surprise it was a rather uncomfortable ride with my legs cramped and the car constantly bumping. Nonetheless we made it to the destination. However, there was no grand entrance. In fact there was
no real entrance at all. We simply pulled over off to the side of the highway, hopped the guard rail, and
trekked about a quarter mile to a small hole in some boulders. Melanie informed us that this was the start of
the loop we would be traversing. I (and I’m pretty sure several others were stunned). I was naively expecting
a Lurey Caverns of sorts with an above ground 8x8 foot proscenium. Realizing quickly what I was in store for
I readied my helmet and head lamps. Sensing everyone was ready to enter, Melanie asked who wanted to
lead. This was also shocking as a few of us expected her to be the expert leading us into the dark unknown.
With a sigh, Melanie adeptly lowered herself beneath the earth’s surface. The rest of us followed.
Caves are dark. I distinctly remember not being able to see my hand about an inch away from my face in
some areas. My poorly positioned headlamp, along with the others’, was the only sources of light in these
tunnels. I remember being amazed at how beautiful the paths were. I knew most were natural, but they all
seemed planned and machined. After a few minutes we came to a large room. We broke for a minute to
take it all in. Melanie explained that this was the main room of this cave, and to try and remember it as it
would mark the end of our loop. We all took note. Marlee then stepped forward eager to keep going. Feeling the same way, the group followed allowing the Alaskan to lead. The voyage was moving at a steady pace
until we reached water. I had heard caves could be wet and so made sure to wear polyester pants. However, foolishly my long sleeve shirt was cotton. This meant that crawling through the 2-3 foot high ceilings
housing streams was less than comfortable. I emerged cold and weighed down, but victorious. I had completed a major obstacle of something I had never attempted before. Along with my friends I felt adventurous
joy.
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(caving cont’d)
The rest of the trip went smoothly with only a few short breaks and difficult obstacles. We eventually returned to the great room and prepared to exit the cave. Cold, wet, and tired we stood proud admiring the
natural wonders. After this period of triumph we ascended the ladder and rejoined the green world. I distinctly remember first seeing the sun, sky, and grass for the first time in hours. The sensation was such that
one would need to attempt a similar journey to truly appreciate. It felt warm and welcoming; like I had returned home after an ordeal. With silent confirmation the group stood and stared. After a minute we the
warmth subsided and it was time to rinse off and return to the cars. I kept my same seat in Tom’s car and
knew that I had accomplished something that day.
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Orienteering Course for the Pit

Tom Cruson

Prior to embarking on his epic hike of the PCT, Tom sent me this email, which describes an orienteering
course he has laid out in the pit for those who might be interested. Come to pit hours (armory basement) to
check it out!
From Tom:
So I have set up an orienteering course in the pit, for all of those who want to practice their compass skills.
It starts at the door.
Go due East 32' to the first station
Then 216 degrees 34' to the next station
Then 345 degrees 19' to the third station
And 116 degrees 18' to the forth and final station
Make sure to get your card punched at each station to prove that you successfully found it. Enjoy.
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There’s a Whoppler in my Poplar
Scott Zanar

On an adventure I did go

As through the air I was flying

My destination, who could know

On a table I found myself lying

Into the woods, a grove of poplar

I was told to flip upside down

Within I spied a raging whoppler

And return to the top without touching
the ground

Much laughter and fun did abound
And some strange activities were going

Head still spinning from a round table trip

around

A canoe paddle I was told to grip

I crept closer trying to view it

Step in and wrap your leg back around

Unknowing I’d be drawn into it

All without falling back to the ground

With a hanger I did my best

Having passed the outing club test

Yet still it stuck around my chest

I was included with some of the best

With much squeezing and pushing

And invited to stay and whopple

Off my feet the hanger went

Until the night ends with a topple

Whooshing
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The Misadventures of Scott

Scott Peck

Part I:
The first white-water kayaking trip I ever paddled on was a class-two river that could have been run
backwards. While it was a lot of fun running the Sac, it wasn’t much of a challenge. Many people did swim
on this particular outing so I decided to have some fun and surf a single wave for what seemed like an eternity while I waited for others. They tried to not only fetch their boats from a river with trees so numerous
that they rivaled the stars, but drain them without any assistance as there wasn’t anywhere to eddy out.
The Cohoes wave was my second trip! This wave has a huge eddy current so you just ride it back up
back to the wave until you’re done. While it is a class three that empties into a dam about 150 yards down
from the wave, the danger of this dam makes it a class four. So there I am with a skirt that is too small for
the boat or perhaps a boat too big for my skirt. The foot pedals are locked into the first position, something
I had overlooked before picking this tombstone of a boat. After Ziv Kennan and myself spent at least 15
minutes trying to get the skirt on (all while in a dry suit and many layers), I was physically exhausted before
I even got in the water. The skirt is almost on, but we see that the handle is on the inside… Good catch! We
manage to get it on the proper way. Onwards to anything but this dry-suit-inspired sauna! I paddle over the
wave and turn into the eddy; many times bigger than I ever expected. After watching others surf the wave,
flip, and then roll back up, it is my turn.
Up until now, I have never had to roll outside of flat water and only then when I was prepared to
roll. I try to paddle up to the wave but my arms are still tired from the spray skirt; it was that draining.
Quickly thrown out of the wave but managing to stay up, I head to the back of the line and await another
trial by the Cohoes Wave. While waiting, a new kayaker - Eric Newton, flipped over and was in a rolling position but he and the boat were perpendicular with the water. Not only was this hysterical, but he floated
like this for 30 yards or so. He eventually rolls back up.
Fast forward, it’s my turn again. I paddle up, still drained of all energy… I get tossed downstream and flip. I
try rolling, but my paddle is in the wrong place and the dry suit is restricting my movements. Confusion sets
in – I’ve forgotten all of my pool session training about what my hips and hands are supposed to be doing.
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(scott cont’d)
Brute forcing it isn’t going to work this time. I try a second time making the same mistake only to get
half way up. I gasp for a lung full of air before the boat is stable only to fall back in before finishing my breath.
The water is cold, disorienting, and I’m starting to panic. Before the air meets my slightly starving lungs, water rushes into my mouth drowning out the hope of oxygen. One last time, a roll I attempt… but I’m simply
physically too exhausted and irritated from the previous failures.
Beforehand, Andy, the trip leader said “You REALLY shouldn’t wet exit” because of the dam downstream but I’m literally drowning at this point. I reach for the spray-skirt’s handle… but the handle escapes
my grasp. With these huge neoprene gloves on, I can hardly feel the paddle. Alas, I find my savior. A forceful
yank I give, but the skirt remains in place. Was the skirt on that tight that I couldn’t pull it off? One more
time… a powerful tug but success escapes me once again. The choking sensation residing in my lungs is not to
be forgotten for I am still under and the surface is still yet so far away. I’m drifting closer to the dam but this
is the least of my concerns right now. I won’t be conscious by the time I get there… With the determination
to survive, I pull with all my might and push my feet against the kayak as if trying to break my plastic, watery
prison. Confused, panicking, and swimming! I’ve managed to hold on to my paddle and boat while wetexiting. The scene from titanic where survivors are holding onto any floating object within reach is what
springs to mind as the events flood back into my mind. Screaming, a task so easy for infants and kids to do
but as I try, all sound refuses to come forward but some of the water I’ve taken on makes it out.
Petrified - the only word that can fully describe my state of mind. I still have 80 or so yards before
certain death. I hear Ziv yelling for Andy; signaling my distress. They are a good 40 yards from me still surfing
the wave. The current is too strong to swim against, my only hope is to catch the still water to my left and
swim into the eddy. The boat and paddle are slowing me down. I swim and dig deep forgetting how tired I
already am. The only thing that results from struggling against the current is to slowly drift downstream and
pray they reach me with haste. Andy and Ziv kayaked faster than I thought was humanly possible, even with
the current working for them... that or my entire sense of time has been distorted. I’m assuming both as I
can’t even feel how cold the water is. They reach me and they pull me back to the eddy. Numb is where I am
now. All the thoughts of school, debt, friends, and the future that have occupied and plagued my mind for
the last 4 years shed no light onto my consciousness.
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(scott cont’d)
They keep asking if I’m okay but I still find it hard to speak. I hear talk about hypothermia but the only cold I feel
is the lingering effect of death’s hand. Attempts are made to answer their questions but the challenge is proving
to be difficult. Spiders and other trivial fears pale in comparison to what I feel… or lack of. I climb into my boat
and people are reassuring me its okay but that I’m too cold. To this day, that water didn’t seem cold to me. I
guess I was too busy drowning to have noticed.
Part II:
The realization of my looming graduation has motivated me to take advantage of every day. Today is a
sunny, 48F Monday with a light drizzle. My hammock has caught several petals from the trees I’ve resided under
these last few weeks. The rare combination of free time at Rensselaer with my desire to appreciate each day
with new friends as well as the inspirations of looking over the newly renovated Quad area in this surreal, sunlit
rain has led me to a majestic, new discovery about what life means for me, including this Cairn article.
The daily grind is what I long to escape. The thrill of witnessing something new or something of the past
which leaves you breathless once again has kept me going all these years. Bouldering on a trail called breakneck
near Poughkeepsie, NY where the entire trail is covered in eight foot boulders and the incline is greater than
forty-five degrees led to some amazing moments. When joined by friends who mostly play video games provides a warm feeling inside as they say thanks for sharing what you love to do. Perhaps canoeing down the Delaware River on a crystal clear class-two river is your preference. With the canyons walls on your right and periodic beaches on your left, you encounter generous fellows that are tubing with a cooler of beer that is bungeecorded down. They throw a few your way and share some old rafting memories.
The one I’d like to share was a canoeing trip that was planned at the last minute. How else do great trips
start? To paddle on such a sublime day in upstate NY creates this superb feeling. The birds are chirping, the
leaves break through the weight of winter, and the sun illuminates all the beauty that is to be beheld. All the
homework or doubts that bring you down vanish under this enlightening by nature. When joined by some of the
greatest people you’ve ever had to pleasure of knowing (though they may not know it as I ridicule one of them),
it’s blissful.
Grafton Lake is the origin these feelings that inspired this Cairn article. Five of us set out to canoe and
enjoy a marvelous day.
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(scott cont’d)
The water is ice cold and the sky is lightly spotted with clouds. Armed with two boats, a Frisbee, a peanut butter/M&M/Reeses cake from the last night’s baking Whoppler (It may have taken place on 4/20, but it
wasn’t that type of “baking”), and a funky leprechaun hat from Ireland, we set out across the lake. The sides of
this freshwater lake are surrounded by luscious trees and a rope swing here and there. We head for the beach
populated with a few families and little kids showing us how they like to get hypothermia. First thing’s first, to
devour this spectacular cake created by ever-so slightly intoxicated individuals while being entertained by some
of the worst dancing ever known to RPI. And what kind of beach picnic would be complete without some Frisbees that were just slightly out of your reach as you run into the cold abyss? Another on the checklist, burying
people and giving them sand-boobs that cracked every time you took a breath of that lake and tree scented air.
As the evening’s clouds roll in and the sky hints that it will begin to weep as it ends what was a beautiful day, it
creates this awe-inspiring visual of contrasting clouds rolling over one another. We head back across the lake,
taking a stop so that one of us could go “forest running” to the nearby dock. The rain beings to trickle on us ever
so softly and gives a surreal atmosphere to the lake. As we pack up, we end the day with our clothes sprinkled
with dark colored spots. What an amazing trip it was. While it may not have been that challenging, it was the
companionship and the lovely Mother Nature that gave us the unforgettable day.
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Over the Hill
Yet another in an ongoing informal infrequent column of musings from an old fart.

By Greg D. Moore
Old-Farts
This time I think I’ll explain what an old-fart is and the top 10 signs of spotting one. The term “old-fart”
is a term older than my history in the club. It is used to refer to members who have graduated but still
tend to hang-around the club and often go on trips. Some folks seem to think that it is based on the
idea that sometimes when a person is known to pass gas; the smell just hangs around in an unwelcome
manner. This of course unfairly cast aspersions on the alumni and alumnae.
Top 10 signs you may be talking to an old-fart:
10) They are wearing a t-shirt that says “ROC” on it, but it’s a design that involves more than text and ().
9) They start every other sentence with, “Back when I was a student….”
8) Their email address is not of the form @rpi.edu.
7) Every time they hear the Cairn Editor beg for articles, they nod as if they’ve heard that plea 500 times
before; because they have.
6) They steal Cairn article ideas from David Letterman.
5) They can tell you what “mouse boots” are and what is to like to hike in them.
4) They tend to sit in the back row of DCC 330.
3) They’ve attended Class A Wopplers.
2) When they hear someone propose an idea they’ll respond with, “Don’t bother, we tried that and it
didn’t work.”
And the number 1 sign you may be talking to an old fart:
1) They say, “I remember when your parent was a member of the club.”
Seriously, we’re not all that bad. Well most of us aren’t. I hope. Yes, as one of the oldest (if not the
oldest) current old-fart, I’ve been around the club for quite a while. I haven’t been involved much in the
last 4 years due to work reasons, but now that that has changed, I’m going to be around a bit more. And
yes, we’ve seen most everything tried at least once. Some have worked, some haven’t. So if anyone of
us ever say, “nope, that won’t work” either ignore us, or at least ask us why we think so. Things may
have changed and we don’t know it. Or we might be able to save you some trouble.
We do have a wealth of knowledge and love to pass it on. Some of it is even topical and useful!
By the way, if you’re interested in some of my older writing, check out:
http://stratton.greenms.com/roc/
Oh and I’ve got to admit, the August Cairn, one of the better ones I’ve seen! And I might even be on one
or two of the photos.
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A List (of things that you probably shouldn’t do while hiking)

Ziv Kennan

Hiking is my favorite outdoor activity. Maybe it’s not as exciting as an epic run of the Deerfield River, or a
mud-slinging jaunt into the depths of Clarksville Cave, but nonetheless hiking is incredibly rewarding for me.
In just a week or so I’m going to be starting the Appalachian Trail, a 2180 mile journey that is in many ways
“the hike” - it is a trail like no other. Although I’ve been told that hiking the A.T. is challenging, my experiences with the outing club have made me into a confident and experienced outdoorsman, and I know that
whatever challenges I encounter on the A.T. , I’ll be able to handle them; however it wasn’t always this way.
When I first arrived at RPI I barely knew the first thing about hiking, and I certainly wouldn’t have known
what to do in many situations that commonly occur in the backcountry. Here’s a list of things I’ve either done
or heard of being done that you should avoid in order stay safe outdoors. Most of these are obvious, and
some are funny, but they weren’t obvious to me when I first started out.
Avoid:
1) Wearing jeans and a hoodie (or any cotton) on a hike. While you’ll look hip, you’ll probably be cold and
wet by the end of the day. If you’re lucky enough to encounter rain, you might even get hypothermia. I do
actually know an individual who has hiked all 46 High Peaks in the above outfit, but I doubt you can pull it
off.
2) Petting a bear. I know they’re cute and all, but seriously? I recently saw a family in Yosemite attempt this
very feat. Needless to say, they failed miserably. Truth be told bears probably won’t bother you even if
you run into them, but be sure to never get between a mother and her cub, and make noise when you
see a bear. Also, In the ADKs, always use a bear canister.
3) Drinking puddle-water straight (backcountry shots). While some individuals are immune to the rather
nasty effects of giardia lamblia (not to mention other nasties you might find in backcountry water), or
have built up a tolerance, you’re probably not one of them. If you’d like to find out, never use a filter or
purification tablets, and see what happens. Some experienced hikers prefer to drink unpurified water,
but they also know how to pick clean water sources, and are willing to get sick. Bottom line, if you’re not
sure, filter or boil. Giardia causes severe intestinal incontinence for about a month, so it’s really no picnic,
trust me. Also, keep in mind that filtering or treatment usually doesn’t remove substances like heavy metals or man-made chemicals which can also kill you—be careful when choosing a water source!
4) Storm Chasing. Duh! Avoid being out in the open during thunderstorms, unless you feel like becoming a
lightning rod. I recently went hiking in the ADKs and got hailed on during a thunderstorm. While it wasn’t
a great time, we made the smart decision of getting off of the peak before the storm hit. Do the same.
5) Forgetting a bivi sack in the winter. One time I went backpacking in the High Peaks during the winter
without a bivi sack, thinking that because it would only snow, I’d be fine. When I woke up the morning
after, my sleeping bag was blanketed with 3 inches of fresh powder, and the lower layer of snow had created a cocoon of ice around me. I ended up carrying at least a pound of ice with me most of the way
home.
6) Being stupid. It’s pretty easy to get hurt in the backcountry, so be careful. While having fun does sometimes involve taking risks, don’t take risks when you’re miles from the nearest road; do it at home. I’m
always shocked at how safe ROC trips have been considering the terrain and conditions, lets keep them
that way.
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ROC Club Info
Club Officers
President—Chris Kane
Vice President - Mark Bradley
Secretary - Andrew Yale
Treasurer - Garrett Gross
Pit Chair—Scott Zanar
Cairn Editor - Ryan Magruder
Member At Large - Brielle Korenowski
Meetings
Every Wednesday, DCC 330, 8PM
Activities
Canoeing
Hiking
Caving
Mountain Biking
Rock Climbing
Ice Climbing
Kayaking
Rafting
XC Skiing
Winter Mountaineering
Backpacking
Slacklining
Awesomeness!!!
Website
http://www.outing.org
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